Coach / Facilitator

Gerald energizes organizations, synergies teams and empowers people.
Bringing nearly three decades of experience in Human Resource Development, Gerald
combines innovative methodologies with hands-on practice to achieve optimal learning
for his clients.
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Clients appreciate
Gerald’s ability to:
Take a creative, practical
approach
Adopt di erent learning
methodologies
Produce lasting change
Increase self-awareness of
clients’ strengths and limitations
Help clients lead their lives with
clarity, purpose and positivity
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Areas of expertise:
Leadership development
Managerial e ectiveness
Change and performance management
Coaching for success
Team building
Personal e ectiveness, including
presentation, problem-solving,
communication, conflict management
and influencing skills
Industries including: telecommunications,
electronics, manufacturing, IT, education,
nancial, aviation, chemical, shipping,
pharmaceutical, oil and gas.

More about Gerald
Gerald has a Master of Science from South Bank University, UK as well as a Bachelor of Business
from the University of Southern Queensland, Australia and a diploma in Training and
Management Development, from the Singapore Institute of Management. He is certi ed in the use
of MBTI, FIRO B, Workplace Big 5, Emergenetics, DISC, Hogan, and CCL Assessments, and
accredited in Action Reflection Learning (ARL), DDI, Covey Leadership (Seven Habits of Highly
E ective People), Crucial Conversations and Extraordinary Leadership. Bilingual in English and
Mandarin, he also speaks fluent Cantonese. Based in Singapore, Gerald enjoys traveling to
explore diverse cultures, savor a range of food options and immerse in awesome nature.
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client testimonials
I like to thank Gerald for the many insightful, refreshing and inspiring sessions in being my development
coach. He willingness to listen without being judgmental has allowed me to see valuable new
perspectives on my current team situation. I appreciate most his ability to mirror, and then articulate
back on based on what I shared. I become more aware and is able to see my situation from an angle I
never saw coming. Every coaching session over 75 minutes has always made me see possibilities
which builds con dence in doing what I need to do to achieve my goals. All the best Gerald!
— Clara Goh, Founder & CEO
Gerald Ng is not only very knowledgeable, but he also provided very useful ideas/approaches in my
coaching journey. Not only is he patient in guiding me to ensure understanding, his willingness to
connect with me using personal experiences and storytelling left an indelible mark in this coaching
relationship.
— Tan Theng See, VP– APAC Customer Operation
Since the beginning of my coaching partnership with Gerald Ng late last year, he has proven to be an
exemplary professional coach – always prepared, patient yet enabling and always shows a deep
sense of interest in my life and work. His understanding of my context/issues and insights are always on
spot-on. As a result, I feel very supported and because of this connection, I will open up and even being
vulnerable to share my deepest thoughts. Importantly, he has helped me to nd solutions in achieving
my goals!
— Anthony Tan, Snr Director – ASEAN Marketing
I always look forward to my conversations with Gerald. He is able to strike a unique balance of
empathic listening while sharing his wealth of experience and ideas. He is very purposeful in making
sure he hears what I say and focus my attention to the key areas of my work challenge. His strength
lies in leaving me with helpful insights, ideas or questions to ponder as a means to moving forward.
— Doris Wee, VP, Regional Human Resource
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